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T450 
Compact Track Loader

The Bobcat® M3-Series T450 is the smallest compact track loader
in the Bobcat model lineup, making it a great machine for jobs in
small, confined spaces. 

Ultra-efficient fuel system 
Radius-lift-path offers leading performance 
Unmatched power to push through tough jobs 

Build & Quote

Contact Dealer

View Offers

Find Dealer

Download Brochure

T450 Overview

The Bobcat® M3-Series T450 compact track loader delivers the maneuverability your work requires with all the
power you need to haul, lift, dig and operate attachments – and quickly move across the worksite. 
The 55-hp Bobcat engine meets Tier 4 emissions standards without a diesel particulate filter (DPF), reducing
downtime for regeneration and long-term DPF maintenance costs. 
You can count on the T450’s powerful hydraulic performance, leading maneuverability and fast cycle times to get
the tough jobs done in less time.  
Premium comfort features include the optional pressurized cab, sound dampening and ample headroom and
legroom. 

T450 Specifications

Show less
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T450 Features & Benefits

Expand All 

Performance 10

Uptime Protection 5

Comfort 8

Serviceability 4

Versatility 3











T450 Attachments View All Attachments 

3-Point Adapter

Use with Category I and II implements.

Backhoe - 7BH

Complete excavation jobs at landscaping and
nursery sites.

Brush Saw

Cut away brush and clea
saw attachment (also kno

 

WARNING: This product can expose you to chemicals including engine exhaust (including diesel engine exhaust when equipped), lead and
lead compounds, mineral oils, soots, phthalates, and carbon monoxide which are known to the State of California to cause cancer and birth
defects or other reproductive harm. For more information go to www.P65Warnings.ca.gov.

Certain specification(s) are based on engineering calculations and are not actual measurements. Specification(s) are provided for comparison
purposes only and are subject to change without notice. Specification(s) for your individual equipment will vary based on normal variations in
design, manufacturing, operating conditions, and other factors.
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Bobcat Company is a member of the Doosan Group. Doosan is a global leader in construction, grounds
maintenance and material handling equipment, power and water solutions, and engineering that has proudly served
customers and communities for more than a century.

Bobcat®, the Bobcat logo, the colors of the Bobcat machine and various other product names referenced on this
website are trademarks of Bobcat Company in the United States and various other countries.

©2022 Bobcat Company. All rights reserved.
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